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Abstract 

The goal of this paper is to find, in a simple and rigorous way, all 
powers of three as the difference of two Fibonacci numbers, that is, we 

study a diophantine equation p
mn FF 3=−  in nonnegative integers 

n, m, and p where ( ) 0≥nnF  is the Fibonacci sequence. The tools used 

to solve our main result are properties of continued fractions, linear 
forms in logarithms, and a version of the Baker-Davenport reduction 
method in diophantine approximation. 

1. Introduction 

The Fibonacci and Lucas numbers 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, … and 2, 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 
… respectively have fascinated mathematicians for over hundred years. 
Fibonacci and Lucas sequences are defined recursively by += −1nn FF  

2−nF  for .2≥n  They are generated by 1,1 10 == FF  and 1,2 10 == FF  
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respectively and belong to a list of particular member of a general family of 
sequences. The determination of perfect powers of Lucas and Fibonacci 
sequences does not date from today. They have many interesting properties 
and have been studied by many researchers. For a brief history of Fibonacci 
and Lucas sequences one can consult [5]. Proprieties of Fibonacci and Lucas 
sequences, and the relationship between them, have been the focus of a 
considerable amount of research. The real contribution of determination of 
perfect powers of Lucas and Fibonacci sequences began in 2006. By classical 
and modular approaches of Diophantine equations, Bugeaud et al. [8] defined 
all perfect powers of Lucas and Fibonacci sequences by solving the equations 

p
n yL =  and .p

n yF =  Firstly, square terms and later perfect powers in the 

Fibonacci and Lucas sequences have attracted the attention of the 
researchers. From there, many researchers tackled similar problems. 

It is important to recall that, in Corollary 1 of [1], Kebli et al. give the 

condition on all integer solutions of equation .a
mn yFF =±  They give also 

in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [1], the conditions a
mn yFF =±  must be 

satisfied to have finitely many nonnegative integer solution ( ).,,, aymn  

The proof of their Theorem 2 is based on abc-conjecture (open problem). But 
it also uses an upper bound on mn −  which appears in the proof of Theorem 
1 of [1] and rests on an application of lower bounds for linear forms in 
logarithms of algebraic numbers. One can consult [1] for more information. 
Our results, respect all conditions given in [1]. 

Motivated by the studies of Bravo and Luca [1, 2], our main focus is on 
the powers of 3 as a difference of two Fibonacci numbers. We consider the 
Diophantine equation 

p
mn FF 3=−  (1) 

in nonnegative integers m, n, and p. We follow the approach and the method 
presented By Luca and Bravo in [2]. The proof of our main result uses lower 
bounds for linear forms in logarithms, properties of continued fractions, and 
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a version of the Baker-Davenport reduction method in diophantine 
approximation. 

This paper follows the following steps: In Section 2, we introduce 
necessary theorems and lemma used in Section 3 to prove the main result of 
this paper stated below: 

Theorem 1. The only solutions ( )pmn ,,  of the Diophantine equation 
p

mn FF 3=−  in nonnegative integers nm <  and p are 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1,0,4,0,2,3,0,1,3,0,0,2,0,0,1  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).4,6,11,1,5,6,1,3,5,0,3,4  

2. Auxiliary Results 

In this section, we recall some important results used by us. The well-
known Binet formulas provide closed form rules to calculate the Fibonacci 

and Lucas numbers, both incorporate the so-called golden ratio ( ) ,251 +  

hinting at a deep connection between the sequences: 

5

nn
nF β−α
=  and ,nn

nL β+α=  

where ( ) 251 +=α  and ( ) 251 −=β  are the roots of the characteristic 

equation .012 =−− xx  The relation between Fibonacci and Lucas numbers 
and α are: 

,1 nnn LFF =++  (2) 

,22 −− α≤≤α n
n

n F  for .1≥n  (3) 

(3) can be proved easily by induction, and together with (2) allows us, in 
Section 3, to prove the following important inequality: .1 np <≤  It can be 

seen that 21 <α<  and .01 <β<−  

The following theorem due to Lucas and Patel is given in [4]. 
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Theorem 2. All solutions of Diophantine equation ,p
mn yFF =±  

2≥p  in integers ( )pymn ,,,  with ( )2modmn ≡  have either 

{ } 36,max <mn  or 0=y  and .mn =  

Theorem 2 is a generalization of the following theorem due to Bugeaud 
et al. [8]. 

Theorem 3. The only nonnegative solutions ( )pyn ,,  of the equation 
p

n yF =− 1  with 2≥p  are 

.21,11,011 2
5321 =−=−=−=− FFFF  

We also need the following theorem due to Matveev and Lemma due to 
Dujella and Pethö [6, 7]. 

Theorem 4 (Matveev [6]). Let 1≥n  be an integer. Let L   be a field of 
algebraic numbers of degree D. Let lηη ...,,1  be non-zero elements of L  

and let lbbb ...,,, 21   be integers, where 

{ },...,,max: 1 lbbB =  

and 

.11:
1

1
1 −

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
η=−ηη=Λ ∏

=

l

i

b
i

b
l

b il  

Let lAA ...,,1  reals numbers such that 

{ ( ) ( ) } .1,16.0,log,max ljDhA jjj ≤≤ηη≥  

Assume that ,0≠Λ  then  we have 

( ) ( ) ( ).log1log11303log 1
25.54 nBDAAdl l

l ++××+××−>Λ +  

Further, if L  is real, then 

( ) ( ) ( ).log1log1304.1log 1
25.43 BDAAdl l

l ++××××−>Λ +  
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During our calculations, we get upper bounds on our variables which are 
too large, so we have to reduce them. To do this, we use some results from 
the theory of continued fractions. In particular, for a non-homogeneous linear 
form with two integer variables, we use a slight variation of a result due to 
Dujella and Pethö [7]. For a real number X, we write =:X  

{ }Z∈− nnX :min  for the distance of X to the nearest integer. 

Lemma 5 (Dujella and Pethö [7]). Let M a positive integer, let qp  be 

the convergent of the continued fraction of the irrational number γ such that 
Mq 6>  and let μ,, BA  be real numbers such that 0>A  and .1>B  Let 

.: qMq γ−μ=ε  If 0>ε , then the inequality 

,0 kABnm −<μ+−γ<  

does not admit a solution in integers m, n and k such that Mm ≤  and 
( ) .log

log
B

Aqk ε
≥  

The following properties of the logarithmic height is used in the next 
section: 

• ( ) ( ) ( ) .2log+η+γ≤η±γ hhh  

• ( ) ( ) ( ).1 η+γ≤γη± hhh  

• ( ) ( ).γ=γ hsh s  

3. Main Result 

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 1. The only solutions 

( )pmn ,,  of the Diophantine equation p
mn FF 3=−  in nonnegative 

integers nm <  and p are 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1,0,4,0,2,3,0,1,3,0,0,2,0,0,1  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).4,6,11,1,5,6,1,3,5,0,3,4  
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Proof. Assume that 

p
mn FF 3=−  (4) 

holds. 

If ,0=m  (1) becomes ,3p
nF =  the only solutions ( )pmn ,,  are 

( ) ( )0,0,2,0,0,1  and ( ),1,0,4  and 12≤n  according to Theorem 2 in [4]. 

If 1=m  or 2, then we have the equation .31 p
nF =−  By Theorem 3, 

we have 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }.0,2,3,0,1,3,, ∈pmn  

Now assume that { }.2,1∈− mn  Then (1) becomes 23 −= n
p F  for 

1−= nm  or 13 −= n
p F  for ,2−= nm  according to [4], ( ) =pmn ,,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1,5,6,1,3,5,0,3,4,0,2,3,0,1,3,0,0,2  With the aid of 

Mathematica, we obtain the solutions in the statement for .2001 ≤<≤ nm  

For now, assume 3,200 ≥> mn  and .3≥− mn  Let us prove an 

inequality which is important for our purpose. From ,12 −− α≤≤α n
n

n F  we 

get 

nn
nmn

p FFF 33 <α<<−=  i.e., .33 np <  (5) 

Since 3>m  and ,3≥− mn  it follows that 

623 13 ≥=−≥−= ++ mmmmn
p FFFFF  (6) 

using (2). From (5) and (6), we get .1 np <≤  

Now let assume that ( ).2modmn ≡  This case is completely solved by 

Luca and Patel [4], and they get .36≤n  This contradicts our assumption 
.200>n  Hence (1) has no solution when n and m have same parities. 

We now assume that n and m have different parities. 
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.2
1

55
3

5
3 +α<

β
+α<

β
+=−

α
⇒=− m

n
m

n
m

p
n

p
mn FFF  

Dividing both sides, by ,
5

nα  we get 

.4531 mnnp −− α<α−  (7) 

Now applying Matveev’s theorem with the following data: 

,:,:,5:,:,3: 21321 nbpb −===γα=γ=γ  and .1:3 =b  

Since ( ).5,, 321 Q∈γγγ  Then we can take ( ).5QK =  So, 

( ) .25deg 2 =−= xD  1531 −α=Λ −np  is nonzero. Otherwise, we get 

p
mnn

n
n

p
p FFFF 31

55
3 =−>−>

β
+=

α
=  which is impossible. 

or we can prove it is nonzero by using the conjugate of the relation 

.
5

3
p

p α
=  

Moreover ( ) ( ) ( ) .5log,log2
1,3log 321 =γα=γ=γ hhh  Then we can 

take, ,5.0,2.2 21 == AA  and .7.13 =A  Since ,np <  it follows that 

{ } .1,,max: nnpB =−=  Since all conditions are satisfied, then from 

Theorem 4, we have 

1
4

Λ>
α −mn  

( ( )( ) )7.15.02.2log12log123304.1exp 25.46 ×××++×××−> n  

hence 

( ) 4loglog −α− mn  

( ) ( ) 7.15.02.2log12log123304.1 25.46 ×××++×××< n  
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and a quick computation in Mathematica yields for 

( ) ( ) ,log106.3log11016.2log 1612 nnmn ×<+×<α−  (8) 

where we used inequality nn log2log1 <+  which holds for all .3≥n  In 

order to find the bound of n, let us rewrite equation (1) and apply Matveev’s 
theorem second time. 

( ) .
5

3
5

13
mn

p
nmn

p
mn FF β−β

=−
α−α

⇒=−
−

 

Taking absolute value on the above equation and using the fact that 

;200;3
2

><β+β nmn  we get 

( )
3
1

5
3

5
1

<
β+β

≤−
α−α − mn

p
nmn

 

hence 

( ) nnnmp α<αα−− −−− 31531 1  (9) 

because 

( ) .313
113

211 1 <α−⇒>α−⇒<
α

<
α

=α −−−
−

− nmnm
mn

nm  

From (9), taking ( ) ==α−=γα=γ=γ −− :,:;15:,:,3: 21
1

321 bpbnm  

.1:, 3 =− bn  Since ( ).5,, 321 Q∈γγγ  Then we can take ( ).5QK =  So, 

( ) .25deg 2 =−= xD  ( ) .1153: 1
2 −αα−=Λ −−− nnmp  Let prove that 

02 ≠Λ  by contradiction. If ,02 =Λ  then we have 

555
3

mnmn
p β

=
β

⇒
α−α

=  which is impossible since .mn >  

Similarly 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) α−+≤γα=γ=γ log2
152log,log2

1,3log 321 mnhhh  
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and so we take ( ) .log20log,5.0,2.2 321 α−+=== mnAAA  Also, since 

,np <  then { } .1,,: nnpB =−=  This implies 

2
3

Λ>
αn  

(( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ))α−+⋅⋅⋅++−> log20log5.02.2log12log1exp mnnC  

or 

3loglog −αn  

( ) ( ) ( )( ),log20log5.02.2log12log1 α−+⋅⋅⋅++< mnnC  (10) 

where .23304.1 25.46 ⋅⋅⋅=C  Replacing (8) in (10), we get 

3loglog −αn  

( ) ( ) ( )nnC log106.320log5.02.2log12log1 16×+×××++<  

and so .106.4 32×<n  Our objective now, is to reduce the upper bound on n 
obtained. For this, let us apply Lemma of Dujella and Pethö. From (7), let 

.5loglog3log:1 +α−= npz  

Then mnze −α<− 41 1  by (8). The inequality 

p
mnn

n
n

n
FFFF 31

55
=−>−>

β
+=

α  

implies that .01 <z  In that case, since 95.04 <α −mn  for ,3≥− mn  it 

follows that ,201 <ze  hence we get 

mnzzz eeez −α<−≤−<< 80110 1111  

or 

mnnp −α<+α−< 805loglog3log0  
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then, by dividing the above equation by ,logα  we get 

( ).167log
5log

log
3log0 mnnp −−α⋅<

α
+−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

α
<  

Now we can apply lemma with the following data: It is clear that 

α
=γ log

3log:  is irrational. 

Let .:,:,167:,log
5log: mnkBA −=α==
α

=μ  Taking ,106.4: 32×=M  

we find after computation in SageMath, 

Mq 62554302283420922266447314143127303665 >=  

and 

( ) 7638.84log
log 65 <

ε
≤− B

Aqmn  

by Lemma 5. Moreover .85<− mn  

Substituting this upper bound for mn −  into (10), we get 58.3<n  

.1015×  

Now, from (9), let ( ( ) ).15loglog3log 1
2

−−α−+α−= nmnpz  In 

this case, 

.31 2 nze α<−  

It seems that .213 <αn  Two cases arise: when 02 >z  and .02 <z  

• Case 1. .02 >z  

Then .310 22
nzez α<−<<  

• Case 2. .02 <z  
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Then 221311 222 <⇒<α<−=− znzz eee  and therefore 

nnzzz zeeez α<<⇒α<−=−<< 606110 22 222  

this is equivalent to 

( ( ) ) nnmnp α<α−+α−< −− 615loglog3log0 1  

thus 

( ( ) ) .13log
15log

log
3log0

1
n

nm
np α⋅<

α
α−

+−
α

<
−−

 

Putting ;log
3log
α

=γ  and taking ;1058.3 15×=M  we find with 

( ( ) ) ,log
15log 1

α
α−

=μ
−−nm

 for [ ] nkBAmn =α==∈− ,,13,84,3  by 

Lemma 5, that 2474342424488642667 40 =q  and so ( ) .80log
log 40 ≤

ε
≤ B

Aqn  

This contradicts our assumption .200>n  This ends the proof of our 

main theorem.  
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